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Under each Aw ard (Grant), a recipient w ill add at least one environmental review  project for reporting purposes although multiple

projects can be added to each Aw ard.

NOTE: An environmental review project is defined as the subject of a single specific Environmental Review.

The Environmental Review  Project List below  contains Environmental Review  Projects for the Aw ard you selected. At least one

environmental review  project needs to be added to this Aw ard for NEPA reporting purposes. Please start by adding a new

Environmental Review  Project using the "Add New  Project" button or edit an existing Environmental Review  Project by using the "Edit

Project" button. To delete an existing environmental review  project, please use the "Delete Project" button below . Deleting the

Environmental Review  Project w ill remove submitted Environmental Review  Projects from HUD NEPA reporting.

Note: All ARRA funded activities must be included in an environmental review , even if the review  results in a determination that the

activity/project is exempt.

An environmental review  can be in tw o different stages:

Completed Review  » the review  has been submitted, the grantee has received HUD Form 7015.16, and funds have been

released. For RAMPS reporting purposes, w hen a Tier 1 review  has been completed the environmental review  is complete even if

site-specif ic issues such as historic preservation or site cleanup have yet to be resolved.

Project in Progress » a partially completed environmental review  project form that has yet to be completed and has not been

submitted to HUD for NEPA reporting. In this case the environmental review  is pending and should be marked so.
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3228-30
North 7th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1913

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$21,240.00 
2011-04-08
17:08:46.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2546-48
North 22nd
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1507

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$16,852.00 
2011-09-21
15:42:14.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2911-13
West
Clybourn
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
4015

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,772.00 
2010-10-08
16:08:11.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

557 W.
Rogers St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
3930

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$16,796.00 
2011-04-08
17:01:28.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2543 North
28th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3106

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,780.00 
2010-10-08
16:08:35.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2651 North
23rd Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1513

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$20,704.00 
2010-10-08
16:09:04.0
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2621 North
22nd Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1510

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$22,596.00 
2010-10-08
16:09:39.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2766 North
18th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2134

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$10,750.00 
2010-10-08
16:10:06.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2637-39
North 2nd
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2812

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,486.00 
2011-04-08
17:28:15.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2955 North
29th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2021

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$25,865.95 
2010-10-08
16:12:47.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2628 North
9th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1104

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$24,107.00 
2010-10-08
16:13:20.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2030 North
22nd Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1104

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,249.00 2010-10-08
16:14:23.0
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 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

6880
Grandtosa
Drive
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
2907

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$31,872.00 
2011-09-21
15:43:45.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1321 West
Chambers
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2733

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,113.00 
2011-09-21
15:41:27.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DNS 

2655 North
44th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2401

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$31,866.00 
2010-10-08
16:14:55.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3123 North
Buffum
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2149

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$15,250.00 
2010-10-08
16:15:15.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1140 South
20th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
2054

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$29,909.00 
2011-01-10
18:28:45.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DNS 

3910-A West
Galena
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2341

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$14,066.00 
2010-10-08
16:15:27.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2019-21
North 35th

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures

representing
the properties $11,831.61  

http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5634236
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5634236');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5088416
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5088416');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5088487
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5088487');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5074503
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5074503');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5108750
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5108750');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5090091
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5090091');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5108753
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 + 
DNS Street

Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1926

the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,831.61 
2011-01-10
18:29:10.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

8866D North
95th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53224-
7109

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$13,401.00 
2010-10-08
16:15:45.0

 

 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

3806-08 W.
Lisbon Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1832

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the
demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for
individuals or
families earning
<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

$71,219.00 
2011-09-21
16:22:55.0

 

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the

http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5108753
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5108753');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5106248
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5106248');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5648203
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5648203');
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 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

3800 W.
Lisbon Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53208

demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for
individuals or
families earning
<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

$71,219.00 2011-09-21
16:24:22.0

 

 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

3810-14 W.
Lisbon Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53208

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the
demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for
individuals or
families earning
<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

$71,219.00 
2011-09-21
16:25:02.0

 

 + 

Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2205 North
16th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1217

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also

$72,967.00 2010-10-08
16:16:08.0

 

http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5648200
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5648200');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5648206
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5648206');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5090322
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5090322');
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include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1219 West
Chambers
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2732

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$33,030.33 
2010-10-08
16:16:24.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DNS 

1115 West
Garfield Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1324

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$10,066.00 
2010-10-08
16:16:49.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2669 North
29th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2629

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$21,388.00 
2010-10-08
16:17:03.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1455 N. 18th
Ct.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
2037

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,290.00 
2011-06-27
16:25:24.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

3245 N. 47th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3311

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$31,477.00 
2011-06-27
16:25:37.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2647-49
North 23rd
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1513

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to

$16,300.00 2010-10-08
16:17:16.0

 

http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5088472
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5088472');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5090268
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5090268');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5088186
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5088186');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5613208
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5613208');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5613211
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5613211');
http://portal.hud.gov/app_ramps/flow.do?cmd=doViewStatus&formId=NEPA&mode=EDIT&awardId=B-09-LN-WI-0036&projectId=5074459
javascript:RAMPS.confirmProjectDelete('B-09-LN-WI-0036','5074459');
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neighborhood
stability. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3882 North
Port
Washington
Avenue
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1181

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,575.00 
2010-10-08
16:17:31.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3006 West
Cherry
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2446

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,000.00 
2010-10-08
16:17:46.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2904 N. 5th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2330

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$27,579.82 
2011-06-27
16:34:22.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3267 N.
Buffum St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2151

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,408.00 
2011-06-27
16:26:05.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3109 W
Garfield Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1434

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$24,378.00 
2011-06-27
16:36:52.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1913 South
5th Place
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
3950

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to

$10,176.22 2011-04-08
17:25:47.0
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neighborhood
stability. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2846 North
35th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1920

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,346.00 
2010-10-08
16:18:21.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2543 North
35th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3037

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,480.00 
2010-10-08
16:18:38.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3200-3202
West Cherry
St.
MILWAUKEE,
WI 53208-
2449

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$19,130.00 
2011-04-08
17:28:29.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2975 North
24th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1112

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$29,977.97 
2010-10-08
16:19:33.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1514 North
38th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
2328

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,835.00 
2010-10-08
16:19:45.0

 

 + 
Demolition-

2542-44
North 15th
Street

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties $23,188.00 2010-10-08  
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DNS Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2001

most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

16:19:58.0

 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

1902-28 W.
Mitchell St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
3144

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the
demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for
individuals or
families earning
<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

$205,597.02 
2011-11-09
12:23:22.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DNS 

3335-3337
N. 48th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3345

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$20,566.00 
2011-01-10
18:29:36.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DNS 

2929-31 N.
4th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2303

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$21,677.00 
2011-01-10
18:30:08.0

 

 + Demolition-
DNS 

1961 N. 30th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1504

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood

$16,190.00 2011-04-08
17:08:31.0
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stability. 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

2432 N. 28th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3103

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$31,477.00 
2011-04-08
17:09:09.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2826 N. 6th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2334

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$10,211.00 
2011-06-27
16:33:59.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2972 N. 41st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1812

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$31,385.00 
2011-09-21
15:44:36.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

4107 N. 15th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6908

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$15,195.00 
2011-09-21
15:44:12.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DNS 

4864 N.
72nd. Street.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
3840

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$21,316.00 
2011-01-10
18:31:33.0

 

2837 N.
Grant Blvd.

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
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 + Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2449

private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$212,588.00 2011-11-09
12:17:46.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

6193 N. 84th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53225-
1958

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$61,868.00 
2011-11-09
12:17:57.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

2549-51 S.
9th Place
Milwaukee,
WI 53215-
3425

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$16,762.00 
2011-06-27
16:33:49.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

7815 W.
Bender Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
1126

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$61,759.00 
2011-04-08
17:24:11.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DNS 

4150 N. 44th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
1504

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$28,699.00 
2011-01-10
18:30:28.0

 

This program
will be used to
demolish
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3366 N. 25th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,405.00 
2011-04-08
17:24:02.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3410 N. 24th
Place
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,118.00 
2011-04-08
17:23:52.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2744 N. 24th
Place
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,377.00 
2011-04-08
17:23:44.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3117 W. Vine
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1912

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,165.00 
2011-04-08
17:23:33.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2470 N. 21st
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1556

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,053.00 
2011-04-08
17:23:18.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1935 N. 27th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1502

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,310.00 
2011-04-08
17:23:07.0

 

This program
will be used to
demolish
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1537 W.
Groeling Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2229

structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,744.00 
2011-04-08
17:22:56.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1208 W.
Hadley St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2643

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$9,278.00 
2011-04-08
17:22:19.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2452-54 N.
29th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3112

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,614.00 
2011-04-08
17:22:10.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

814 N. 26th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53233-
1508

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$25,000.00 
2011-01-10
18:31:54.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2837 N. 19th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2143

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,920.00 
2011-04-08
17:21:59.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2448-52 N.
10th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3118

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and

$16,540.00 2011-04-08
17:21:48.0
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detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

8227 W.
Bender Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
1028

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$61,960.00 
2011-01-10
18:32:28.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2015 N. 11th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1336

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer. 

$94,933.00 
2011-01-10
18:32:12.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

1523 W.
Meinecke
Ave.
MILWAUKEE,
WI 53206-
2033

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$10,436.00 
2011-01-10
18:32:54.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

8950G N.
95th Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53224-
7065

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer. 

$94,993.00 
2011-01-10
18:33:17.0

 

Demolition-

3337 N. 9th
St.

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing

2011-04-08  
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 + DNS Milwuakee,
WI 53206-
2810

the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$9,287.00 17:21:38.0

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3314 N. 9th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$9,900.00 
2011-04-08
17:21:29.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3226 N. 34th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3704

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,528.00 
2011-04-08
17:21:20.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2952 N.
Mother
Simpson
Way
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3249

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,461.00 
2011-06-27
16:33:01.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1718 N. 36th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1942

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$10,243.00 
2011-09-21
15:41:10.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2100-2102
N. 42nd St
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1305

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$37,140.00 2011-01-10
18:33:33.0

 

This program
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 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2976 N. 41st
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1812

will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$111,141.00 2011-01-10
18:33:51.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

8227 W.
Bender Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
1028

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$122,350.00 
2011-10-04
17:23:29.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2751 N. 8th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3206

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$10,071.00 
2011-06-28
15:15:18.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

702 S. 7th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely

$15,598.50 2011-10-11
15:09:46.0
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1709 blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2219 N.
Holton St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
3337

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$16,687.00 
2011-10-11
15:13:16.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

4171 N. 36th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
1715

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$109,378.00 
2011-10-04
12:34:33.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

4652 N. 35th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5903

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,192.00 
2011-10-11
15:20:09.0

 

 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

1664-74 S.
Muskego
Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
3144

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the
demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for
individuals or
families earning

$205,597.02 2011-11-09
12:23:43.0
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<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3131 N. 45th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3301

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$167,770.50 
2011-11-09
12:19:34.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

8259 W.
Winfield Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
1051

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$61,868.00 
2011-12-19
12:46:18.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

1124 S. 21st
Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
1912

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$25,295.00 
2011-12-19
12:58:57.0

 

Rental

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
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 + 
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

924-44 N.
25th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53233

properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$481,009.33 
2011-09-21
15:53:18.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2940 N. 6th
st.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2336

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,466.00 
2011-10-11
14:54:29.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1340 W.
Locust St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2603

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$20,618.00 
2011-10-11
14:58:19.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2954 N. 4th
st.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2304

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$15,509.00 
2011-10-11
15:02:16.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

710 W. Scott
st.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
2342

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,519.00 
2011-10-11
15:05:21.0

 

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2571 N. 17th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2021

representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$15,484.00 2011-10-11
15:17:12.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2816 S. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53215-
3812

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$104,699.00 
2011-11-09
12:19:43.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

5076 N. 19th
Place
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5707

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,733.00 
2011-11-09
12:22:38.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

1004 S. 37th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53215-
1420

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$97,384.00 
2011-06-27
16:36:19.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2350 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2916

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$27,895.00 
2011-10-06
14:10:04.0

 

This project will
acquire
nuisance
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 + Land Bank -
MNRC 

2425 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2919

properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$28,795.00 2011-10-06
14:10:40.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2962-64 N.
27th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2011

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,722.00 
2011-04-08
17:20:31.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2833 N. 6th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2333

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$15,589.00 
2011-04-08
17:20:21.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

557 W.
Rogers St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
3930

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$16,796.00 
2011-04-08
17:20:03.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2817 N. 19th
ST
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2143

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,060.00 
2011-04-08
17:18:43.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2539 N. 28th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3106

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$19,508.00 
2011-04-08
17:18:33.0
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

4815-21 W.
North Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1117

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$27,417.00 
2011-06-27
16:35:47.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3827 W.
Auer St
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3618

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,541.00 
2011-06-27
16:35:25.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

738A W.
Pierce St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
1766

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$16,189.00 
2011-06-27
16:27:46.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2513-15 W.
Hopkins
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1310

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,909.00 
2011-06-27
16:28:47.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2431 S. 5th
Place
Milwaukee,
WI 53207-
1422

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$15,540.00 
2011-06-27
16:34:11.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1726 S. 17th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
3108

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,845.00 
2011-06-27
16:27:31.0
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2227-29 S.
17th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53215-
2623

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,350.00 
2011-06-27
16:26:44.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2466 W.
Hopkins St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1250

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,002.00 
2011-06-27
16:27:17.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2804 N. 15th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2123

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$18,194.00 
2011-06-27
16:26:34.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2461-A N.
29th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:32:49.0
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 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

3516-3518
N. 41st St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3435

provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$22,286.00 
2011-06-27
16:28:00.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2425 N. 46th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2919

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$207,447.00 
2011-06-27
16:29:17.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2350 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2916

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$185,959.00 
2011-06-27
16:28:21.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

2151 N
Lindsay St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1325

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$16,762.00 
2011-10-06
14:11:14.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3202 N. 49th
St.
MILWAUKEE,

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is

$41,595.00 2011-10-06
14:08:56.0
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WI 53216-
3204

having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2464-66 N.
14th St
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2512

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$18,622.00 
2011-06-27
16:28:37.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2473 N. 21st
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1557

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,553.00 
2011-06-27
16:30:51.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

24th and
Center St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$476,099.00 
2011-10-06
14:12:49.0

 

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
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 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2126 N. 16th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1214

action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$40,030.00 2011-10-06
14:12:18.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2402 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2918

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$23,895.00 
2011-10-06
14:13:15.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3509 W.
Locust St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1940

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,249.00 
2011-06-27
16:33:25.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3350 N. 30th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3824

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$10,831.00 
2011-04-08
17:12:14.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3207 N. 30th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3821

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$10,669.00 
2011-04-08
17:11:58.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3143 N. 35th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3705

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood

$14,681.00 2011-04-08
17:11:45.0
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stability. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2870-74 N.
27th St
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2001

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,950.00 
2011-04-08
17:10:47.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2854 N. 6th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2334

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,478.00 
2011-04-08
17:10:16.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2825 W.
Clarke St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2622

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$35,537.00 
2011-11-09
12:17:33.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3409 W.
Galena St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2349

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,708.00 
2011-11-09
12:18:57.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1529 W.
Groeling
Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2229

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,192.00 
2011-11-09
12:23:56.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3427 N.
Martin Luther
King Drive
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1457

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to

$16,241.00 2011-11-09
12:19:21.0
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neighborhood
stability. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3431 N.
Martin Luther
King Drive
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1457

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability 

$17,635.00 
2011-11-09
12:21:33.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2837 N. 9th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:31:48.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2732 N. 9th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development

$8,224.45 2011-06-27
16:32:14.0
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and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2855 N. 10th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:31:38.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2837 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:37:47.0
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sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2745 N. 8th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:30:43.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2821 N. 9th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low

$8,224.45 2011-06-27
16:30:16.0
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income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2828-2830
N. 10th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:25:50.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2847 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,

$8,224.45 2011-06-27
16:29:30.0
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private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

3155-57 N.
46th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3354

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$32,286.00 
2011-06-27
16:31:27.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3007 N.
Teutonia Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2239

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,492.00 
2011-06-27
16:33:37.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1821 W.
Locust St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2158

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$22,429.00 
2011-06-28
15:15:46.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3053 N. 29th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2023

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,943.00 
2011-06-27
16:34:32.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2411 N. 29th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3113

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,775.00 
2011-06-27
16:31:57.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2509-11 W.
Hopkins St
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely

$21,161.00 2011-06-28
15:16:10.0
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1310 blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

212 E. North
Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
3316

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$21,586.00 
2011-06-27
16:38:16.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

504 N. 33rd
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
3819

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$141,111.20 
2011-06-27
16:36:30.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2556 N.
Buffum St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2911

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability 

$39,157.00 
2011-11-09
12:18:30.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2005A W.
Burnham S.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
3151

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability 

$10,950.00 
2011-11-09
12:25:01.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

931 W.
Center St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3204

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability 

$13,688.00 
2011-11-09
12:22:29.0

 

This program
will be used to
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1322 W.
Burleigh St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2729

demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,842.00 2011-11-09
12:18:42.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2222 W.
Center St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1614

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$25,609.00 
2011-11-09
12:19:10.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2846 N. 23rd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1645

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,644.00 
2011-11-09
12:21:20.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1812 N. 31st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2038

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,849.00 
2011-11-09
12:30:03.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3125 N. 24th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1210

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,797.00 
2011-11-09
12:26:23.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

503 N. 28th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
4002

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$21,969.00 
2011-11-09
12:19:54.0

 

This program
will be used to
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1638 N. 33rd
St.
MILWAUKEE,
WI 53208-
2303

demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,233.00 2011-11-09
12:20:21.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2331-33 N.
19th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2051

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$10,498.00 
2011-11-09
12:20:07.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2506 N. 38th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3005

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$15,342.00 
2011-11-09
12:29:53.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2748 N. 23rd
St,
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1609

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,680.00 
2011-11-09
12:22:15.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2766 N. 19th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2140

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$23,031.00 
2011-11-09
12:29:42.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2801 N. 34th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1918

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$26,517.00 
2011-11-09
12:25:13.0

 

This program
will be used to
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3007 N. 12th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2710

demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,574.00 2011-11-09
12:29:31.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3256 N. 25th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1234

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,507.00 
2011-11-09
12:25:23.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1906 W.
Hampton
Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5734

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,439.00 
2011-06-27
16:31:02.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2735 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:30:31.0

 

This program
will be used to
demolish
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

5063 N. 19th
Place
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5706

structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$15,596.00 2011-11-09
12:29:00.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2972 N. 41st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1815

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$120,934.00 
2011-11-09
12:28:49.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3287 N. 47th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3311

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$55,095.00 
2011-11-09
12:27:58.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

3938 N. 42nd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
2523

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$91,823.00 
2011-11-09
12:28:23.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

2114 N.
Buffum St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
3326

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$17,085.00 2011-11-09
12:27:47.0
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2431-33 W.
Finn Pl.
Milwuakee,
WI 53206-
1339

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,029.00 
2011-11-09
12:27:34.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

4946 N. 22nd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5628

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$15,689.00 
2011-06-27
16:34:41.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3710 W.
Lisbon Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1829

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$18,450.00 
2011-06-27
16:38:37.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

3378 N. 40th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3656

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$29,782.00 
2011-09-21
15:44:58.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

4137 N. 44th
Street.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
1503

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$77,962.00 
2011-09-21
15:44:25.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2460-2462
N. 29th St
Milwaukee,
WI 53210

abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:31:14.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2700-2702
W. Clarke
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:37:13.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2628 N. 28th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210

Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:32:25.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2637-2639
N. 29th St
Milwaukee,
WI 53210

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:34:51.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2813-2815
N. 11th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:26:23.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2847 N. 10th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:38:07.0

 

Rental

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
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 + 
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2819 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:35:14.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2821 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:32:38.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3244-46 N.
48th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3344

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$171,563.00 
2011-06-27
16:33:14.0

 

This project will
acquire
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 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3908 N. 36th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
2509

nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$30,595.00 
2011-10-04
12:34:11.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2421 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2919

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$12,095.00 
2011-10-04
12:34:00.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

2415 W.
Brown
Street.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1011

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$31,586.00 
2011-10-04
12:33:48.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2962 N. 51st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1603

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$39,101.00 
2011-07-13
16:32:01.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2402 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2918

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$170,014.00 
2011-06-27
16:43:02.0

 

This program
will be used to
demolish
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2351 N. 4th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
3129

structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,516.47 2011-06-28
15:16:24.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2825 N. 6th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2333

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$16,314.00 2011-06-27
16:39:19.0

 

 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

3871 N. 35th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3002

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the
demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for
individuals or
families earning
<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

$248,531.89 
2011-10-04
12:33:35.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3407 N. 50th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3215

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,035.00 
2011-10-11
15:24:13.0

 

This program
will be used to
demolish
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2864 N. 11th
Lane
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2611

structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,738.00 2011-10-11
15:27:36.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2771 N.
Richards St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2437

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$15,515.00 
2011-10-11
14:49:47.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3132 N. 48th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3342

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$46,695.00 
2011-10-12
12:12:15.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

817-823 S.
23rd St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
1027

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$31,870.00 
2011-09-21
15:44:48.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2962 N. 51st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1603

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$85,811.00 2011-09-21
15:45:08.0
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 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2608 W.
Linwal Lane
Milwuakee,
WI 53209

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer. 

$67,279.00 
2011-09-21
15:48:44.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

1028 S. 37th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53215-
1420

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$25,895.00 
2011-09-21
15:48:08.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2601-2603
W. Wells St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53233-
1814

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$30,295.00 
2011-10-12
14:31:37.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

4239 N. 25th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6615

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$150,419.00 
2011-11-09
12:27:21.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2960 N. 18th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2138

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to

$11,194.00 2011-11-09
12:26:36.0
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neighborhood
stability. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

5050 N. 19th
Pl.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5707

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,818.00 
2011-11-09
12:27:11.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

5077 N. 19th
Pl.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5706

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$10,037.00 
2011-11-09
12:27:00.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

4165 N. 42nd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
1615

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$148,172.00 
2011-11-09
12:20:39.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2969 N.
Holton St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2523

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$18,515.00 
2011-11-09
12:21:09.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2756 N.
Richards St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2438

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$28,540.00 
2011-11-09
12:17:21.0

 

This activity will
provide soft
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 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

3157 N. 49th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3201

second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$32,286.00 
2011-11-09
12:18:20.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2155 N. 34th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1431

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$24,100.00 
2011-11-09
12:26:48.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1447 N. 30th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2437

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$32,454.00 
2011-11-09
12:24:43.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2100-02 N.
42nd St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1305

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$189,964.00 
2011-11-09
12:25:35.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1523 W.
Meinecke
Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2033

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$18,644.00 
2011-11-09
12:24:29.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2029 W.
Hopkins St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1743

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to

$18,981.00 2011-11-09
12:22:52.0
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neighborhood
stability. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1103 W.
Hadley St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2641

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,689.00 
2011-11-09
12:24:15.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1119 W.
Mineral St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
2153

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$16,332.00 
2011-11-09
12:26:11.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1913 W.
Monroe St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1150

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$15,328.00 
2011-11-09
12:20:53.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

4579-A N.
Teutonia Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6226

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,560.00 
2011-06-27
16:37:04.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2146 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1313

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$38,885.00 
2011-06-28
15:15:28.0

 

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
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 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

1004 S. 37th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53215-
1420

where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$37,627.00 2011-07-13
16:40:23.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2738-2740
N. 11th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:38:28.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2467 N. 20th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1552

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$22,365.00 
2011-06-28
15:21:46.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1629 N. 17th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1603

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,451.00 
2011-06-27
16:42:51.0

 

This program
will be used to
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3621 N. 20th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1805

demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,664.00 
2011-06-28
15:17:05.0

 

 + 

Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3202 N. 49th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3204

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$149,218.00 
2011-06-27
16:39:04.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1728 W.
Clarke St
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2030

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$8,126.00 
2011-06-28
15:17:30.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2837 N.
Grant Blvd.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2449

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$23,395.00 
2011-10-06
14:14:14.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

4822 N. 66th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
4032

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$21,872.00 
2011-09-21
15:47:46.0

 

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
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 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

5132 N. 58th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
4250

for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$31,870.00 2011-06-27
16:36:10.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

5233 N. 58th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
3271

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$28,514.00 
2011-06-28
15:22:11.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

1227 N. 28th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2913

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$211,318.26 
2011-06-27
16:37:34.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2339 N. 19th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2051

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,406.00 
2011-06-28
15:25:49.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3880 N. 26th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1403

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$172,565.00 2011-06-28
15:22:32.0
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 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2210-12 N.
Sherman
Blvd.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2918

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$262,648.00 
2011-09-21
15:47:22.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

136 W.
Meinecke
Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
3251

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$15,060.00 
2011-09-21
15:46:10.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3315 W.
Lisbon Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1947

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$19,610.00 
2011-10-04
17:23:16.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1427 N. 38th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2327

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$16,293.00 
2011-06-28
15:19:02.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2625-2627
N. 15th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2004

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact

$16,730.00 2011-07-13
16:28:18.0
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on the
neighborhood. 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2924-2926
N. 51st St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1603

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$37,730.00 
2011-07-13
16:34:13.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3131 N. 45th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3301

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$23,095.00 
2011-07-13
16:36:15.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3003 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53201-
1729

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$40,645.00 
2011-07-13
16:43:18.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2629 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2405

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$157,735.00 
2011-10-06
14:14:49.0

 

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
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 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2412 N. 45th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2912

where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$13,095.00 2011-06-28
15:18:53.0

 

 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

1926 N. 26th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the
demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for
individuals or
families earning
<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

$71,219.00 
2011-09-21
16:21:29.0

 

 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

1942-44 N.
39th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the
demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for

$71,219.00 2011-09-21
16:46:40.0
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individuals or
families earning
<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

1957-59 N.
38th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the
demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for
individuals or
families earning
<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

$71,219.00 
2011-09-21
16:23:35.0

 

 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

1925-27 N.
38th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the
demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for

$71,219.00 2011-09-21
16:47:29.0
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individuals or
families earning
<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2924-26 N.
51st St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1603

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer. 

$206,725.00 
2011-09-21
15:45:22.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1839 S. 5th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
3901

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,251.00 
2011-06-28
15:17:42.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2625 N. 15th
St.
milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2004

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$143,719.00 
2011-11-09
12:21:59.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1424 N. 37th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2316

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$10,964.00 
2011-06-28
15:16:01.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2851 N. 10th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-28
15:17:18.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2739 N. 11th
st.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-28
15:16:43.0

 

The program
will involve the
reprogramming
and reuse of
vacant land
resulting from
the demolition
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 + 
Vacant Land
Initiative-
DCD 

3817 N. 35th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3002

of abandoned,
foreclosed and
blighting
structures.
Where the
demolition has
resulted in a
site that in
itself, or
combined with
other land,
represents an
opportunity for
the
development of
affordable
housing for
individuals or
families earning
<120% of AMI,
gap financing
will be provided
for of the
"reuse" of the
property for
new
development. 

$248,531.89 
2011-10-04
12:33:24.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3003 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1729

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$133,972.00 
2011-10-04
12:33:12.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

503 N. 29th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
4005

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$31,872.00 
2011-09-21
15:46:47.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

3128 N. 50th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3210

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$31,872.00 
2011-09-21
15:47:33.0

 

Acquisition
3206 N. 42nd
St.

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
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 + Rehab -
NIDC 

Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3503

private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$61,279.00 2011-09-21
15:47:01.0

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1719-21 N.
33rd St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1908

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,950.00 
2011-06-28
15:25:16.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2744-2746
N. 41st St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2420

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$41,872.00 
2011-06-28
15:23:22.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

4774 N. 29th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6010

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$16,553.00 
2011-06-28
15:18:42.0

 

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2433 N. 6th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2705

representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$10,579.31 2011-06-28
15:25:32.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2843 N. 6th
st.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2333

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$9,889.00 
2011-06-28
15:22:00.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

4107 N. 15th
St
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6908

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$149,551.00 
2011-11-09
12:17:05.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2431 N. 6th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2705

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,912.31 
2011-06-28
15:22:42.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3235 N. 6th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1910

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$17,113.00 
2011-06-28
15:25:57.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2538 N. 6th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2720

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood

$20,944.00 
2011-06-28
15:22:54.0
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stability. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2466 N. 21st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1556

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$18,942.00 
2011-06-28
15:24:50.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2941 N .
20th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1628

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,943.00 
2011-06-28
15:23:04.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2419-2421
N. 29th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:29:05.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2419 N. 28th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3104

multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 2011-06-28
15:23:32.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2641 N. 29th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2012-03-26
16:18:57.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2728 N. 9th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 2011-06-28
15:23:55.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2752 N. 9th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:35:38.0

 

Rental
Development 2756 N. 9th.

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
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 + - Large
Projects -
DCD 

St
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 2011-06-28
15:24:15.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

1029-1033
W. Hadley
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-27
16:42:38.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large

1039 W.
Hadley st.

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be $8,224.45 2011-06-28
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Projects -
DCD 

Milwaukee,
WI 53206

used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

15:23:44.0

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2736 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-28
15:24:25.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -

2744 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide

$8,224.45 2011-06-28
15:24:35.0
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DCD WI 53206 gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2743 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-28
15:22:22.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2747 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for

$8,224.45 
2011-06-28
15:27:48.0
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development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2811 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2012-03-26
16:16:40.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2825 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other

$8,224.45 2011-06-28
15:28:13.0
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funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2843 N. 9th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-28
15:18:18.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2741 N. 8th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,

$8,224.45 2011-06-28
15:19:18.0
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including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2757 N. 8th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2012-03-26
16:19:09.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2761-2763
N. 8th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing

$8,224.45 2011-06-28
15:18:03.0
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tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2832-2834
N. 10th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$8,224.45 
2011-06-28
15:16:55.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3015 N.
Teutonia
Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53026-
2239

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,996.00 
2012-03-26
16:15:29.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1802 W.
Locust St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2157

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$19,590.00 
2011-06-27
16:38:53.0

 

 + 
Demolition-

2466 W.
Galena St.
Milwaukee,

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties $11,453.00 

2011-09-21  
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DNS WI 53205-
1425

most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

15:26:53.0

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3345-49 N.
Martin Luther
King Drive
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1428

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$32,101.00 
2011-09-21
15:46:25.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3341 N.
Martin Luther
King Drive
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1428

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$29,261.00 
2011-09-21
15:44:00.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

1234 S. 23rd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
1905

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$28,695.00 
2011-12-19
12:46:33.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3821 W.
Roosevelt
Dr.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
2526

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$14,595.00 
2012-06-20
11:58:26.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

5221 N. 35th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
4703

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$20,002.00 
2012-03-26
16:15:18.0
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 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2622 N. 30th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1104

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$11,888.00 
2012-03-26
16:18:28.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

1306 N. 18th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
2026

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$32,086.00 
2012-03-26
16:45:19.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

3871 N. 25th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1402

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$32,622.00 
2012-03-26
16:52:37.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2152 S. 29th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53215-
2427

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$30,700.00 
2012-03-26
16:53:02.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

8110 W.
Bender Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
1053

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$61,868.00 
2012-03-26
16:46:21.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -

3132 N. 48th
St.
Milwaukee,

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private $123,591.00 2012-03-26

16:36:30.0
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NIDC WI 53216-
3342

developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer. 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

5334 N. 50th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
3407

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$19,372.00 
2012-03-26
16:21:33.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1845 N. 37th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1870

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,665.00 
2012-03-26
16:31:36.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2431 n. 18th
St.
Milwuakee,
WI 53206-
2045

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$23,042.00 
2012-03-26
16:23:15.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

2412 N. 45th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2912

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$22,372.00 
2012-03-30
15:41:48.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2217-19 N.
Sherman
Blvd.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1215

Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2011-12-19
12:59:24.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

306 E. Locust
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2525

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2011-12-19
12:59:10.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2220 W.
Brown St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1111

possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2011-12-19
12:58:07.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2617-19 N.
Buffum St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2912

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2011-12-19
12:57:54.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3143-45 N.
10th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3253

properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2011-12-19
12:51:16.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3154 N. 16th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2248

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2011-12-19
12:57:42.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

4420 W.
Garfield Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1232

City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2011-12-19
12:57:08.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3301 W.
Lloyd St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1441

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2011-12-19
12:49:35.0
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

3140-42 N.
24th Pl.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1209

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$29,162.29 
2011-12-19
12:56:57.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3309 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3330

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$41,495.00 
2012-01-03
11:35:52.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

1948 N. 19th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1546

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$60,905.00 
2012-01-09
14:08:34.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2920 W.
Meincke Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53201-
3133

properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:24:24.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3929-33 W.
North Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1355

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:30:58.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2544 N.
Palmer St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2832

City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:21:53.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3247 N. 29th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3817

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:22:23.0
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 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

3374 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3331

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$21,872.00 
2012-03-26
16:49:28.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3019 N. 44th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1712

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$40,195.00 
2012-03-26
16:24:02.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2421 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2919

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$112,928.00 
2011-12-19
12:58:18.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2525 N. 10th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3121

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing

$28,571.42 
2012-03-26
16:19:29.0
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tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2640-42 N.
10th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3122

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:03:14.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2825 N. 10th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3225

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private

$28,571.42 2011-12-19
12:04:48.0
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mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2529 N. 9th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3114

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:07:12.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

1530-32 W.
Hadley St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2144

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:14:11.0
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equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2753-55 N.
10th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3223

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:15:45.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

1517 W.
Center St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2102

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:22:25.0
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 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2356 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2916

acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$4,895.00 
2012-03-26
16:46:36.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2449-51 N.
2nd St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2808

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:22:47.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-

2366 N. 5th
St.
Milwaukee,

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:37:09.0
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DCD WI 53212-
3232

properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2940 N. 6th
st.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2336

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:38:18.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2419-21 N.
15th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2008

will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:34:57.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2651 N. 15th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2004

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:23:39.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

1813-15 N.
24th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1411

possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:44:18.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

1940 N. 24th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1432

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:17:08.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2453 N. 29th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3154

properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:39:20.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2108 N. 37th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1325

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:36:51.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2570-72 N.
38th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3005

and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:25:48.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2942-44 N.
Richards St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2442

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:35:51.0
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2758-60 N.
15th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2120

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:55:56.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2764 N. 16th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2124

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:28:05.0

 

This activity will
involve large
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2601-03 W.
Wells St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53233-
1814

scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:29:48.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3429 N.
Richards St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1641

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:45:49.0

 

This program
will involve
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 + 
Acquisition
Rehab - DCD 

4208 N. 36th
st.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
1718

purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$80,248.00 
2012-10-03
15:22:32.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

5033 N. 25th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5642

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$85,959.00 
2012-03-26
16:49:45.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

4332 N. 22nd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6718

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$109,162.00 
2012-03-26
16:40:40.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3309 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3330

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$145,540.00 
2012-06-20
11:59:27.0

 

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
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 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

2423 S. 16th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53215-
3036

foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$21,566.00 2012-06-20
12:00:16.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

2043 N. 31st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1962

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$31,586.00 
2012-03-26
16:45:34.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

414 W.
Meinecke
Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
3139

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:44:32.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3215 N. 23rd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1728

City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:37:22.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3444 N. 24th
Pl.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1301

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:36:10.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3525 N. 20th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1803

degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:49:10.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3067 N. 20th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1630

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:40:14.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2825 N. 10th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3225

Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:42:38.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2508 S. 9th
Pl.
Milwaukee,
WI 53215-
3426

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:42:19.0

 

This activity will
provide soft
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 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

3036 N. 13th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2715

second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$17,085.00 
2012-03-26
16:47:11.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

1005-1007
S. 28th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53215-
1611

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$175,697.00 
2012-06-20
11:59:13.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

4156 N. 21st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6759

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2011-12-19
12:55:41.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3315 W.
Lisbon Ave.
Milwaukee,

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely

$19,505.00 2012-03-26
16:46:05.0
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WI 53208-
1947

blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3323 N. 4th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1432

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$20,956.00 
2012-03-26
16:41:44.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

4233 N. 21st
St.
Milwuakee,
WI 53209-
6711

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$94,066.00 
2012-03-26
16:44:53.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

1706-08 N.
40th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1822

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$21,586.00 
2012-03-30
13:01:46.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3126 N. 40th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3611

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:37:53.0
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conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3220 N. 39th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3609

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:35:13.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3200-02 N.
34th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:37:36.0
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3704 These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2928 N. 6th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2336

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:43:08.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2815 N. 6th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2333

Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:39:05.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

4714 W.
Villard Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
4558

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,054.00 
2012-03-30
15:50:08.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

4600 W.
Villard Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
4456

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,423.00 
2012-03-30
15:50:21.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2210 N. 15th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1211

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$30,756.00 
2011-12-19
12:56:09.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

1418-20 N.
38th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2326

Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$29,162.29 2011-12-19
12:54:34.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

1722-24 N.
37th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1810

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$29,162.29 
2011-12-19
12:54:20.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
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 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

1824-26 N.
33rd St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1906

scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$29,162.29 
2011-12-19
12:53:36.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

1849-51 N.
39th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1819

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$29,162.29 
2011-12-19
12:55:17.0

 

Rental

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
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 + 
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

1954-56 N.
26th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1445

properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$29,162.29 2011-12-19
12:54:01.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2142-447 N.
37th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1325

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$29,162.29 
2011-12-19
12:53:15.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large

2471-73 N.
44th St.
Milwaukee,

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be $29,162.29 

2011-12-19  
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Projects -
DCD 

WI 53210-
2908

used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

12:52:47.0

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2451-53
N.45th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2913

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$29,162.29 
2011-12-19
12:52:33.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2524-26 W.
Burleigh St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1205

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing

$29,162.29 2011-12-19
12:52:20.0
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for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2638-40 N.
24th Pl.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1046

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$29,162.29 
2011-12-19
12:52:05.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2716-18 N.
45th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2429

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development

$29,162.29 2011-12-19
12:51:48.0
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and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2817-19 N.
34th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1918

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$29,162.29 
2011-12-19
12:51:31.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2850-52 N.
25th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1113

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other

$29,162.29 2011-12-19
12:50:47.0
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funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2726 N. 12th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2613

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:09:21.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

1309 W.
Hadley St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2646

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,

$28,571.42 2011-12-19
12:12:45.0
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including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2457 N. 14th
st.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2513

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 2011-12-19
12:17:39.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2631 N. 14th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2518

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing

$28,571.42 2011-12-19
12:19:08.0
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tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2444 N. 16th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2011

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:20:39.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

814 W.
Wright St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3139

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:23:53.0
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financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2632 W.
Wells St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53233-
1815

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$28,571.42 
2011-12-19
12:31:38.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

5506 N. 52nd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
3315

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$18,066.00 
2012-06-20
11:58:38.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

5226 N. 65th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
3008

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$20,136.00 
2011-12-19
12:51:03.0

 

This activity will
provide soft
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 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

2861-63 N.
2nd St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2409

second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$31,872.00 2011-12-19
12:50:15.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

3047 N.
Sherman
Blvd.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1704

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$31,872.00 
2011-12-19
12:55:03.0

 

 + 

Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

1948 N. 19th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1546

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$58,744.00 
2012-06-20
12:00:42.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3856 N.
Sherman
Blvd.
Milwuakee,
WI 53216-
2447

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$120,716.00 
2012-06-20
12:01:06.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3511 N. 12th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3035

Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:38:50.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

3856 N.
Sherman
Blvd.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2916

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$28,259.00 
2012-03-26
16:53:31.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2844-46 N.
17th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2131

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,577.00 
2011-12-19
12:55:28.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3646 N. 27th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
2604

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,132.00 
2011-12-19
12:56:36.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2407 N. 20
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1552

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood

$13,029.00 
2011-12-19
12:57:19.0
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stability. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

3382-84 N.
25th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1236

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,641.00 
2011-12-19
12:56:26.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2061 N. 28th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1518

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$14,150.00 
2011-12-19
12:57:32.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

8110 W.
Bender Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
1053

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$51,027.00 
2011-12-19
12:56:45.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3066 N. 28th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2018

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:24:47.0
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will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2452 W.
Medford Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1023

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:27:32.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3355 N.
Richards St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1639

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:34:32.0
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temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3228-30 N.
24th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1214

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:38:36.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

1638 n. 28th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2003

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:48:36.0
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executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2022-24 N.
41st St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1855

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:41:57.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-

2022-24 N.
41st st.
Milwaukee,

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:35:29.0
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DCD WI 53208-
1855

properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

532 W.
Concordia
Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1947

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:31:51.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2421 W.
Cypress St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1010

will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:33:57.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3715 W.
Sarnow St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1846

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:33:03.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2146 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee

$84,664.00 2012-01-03
11:36:13.0
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1313 affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

1222 S.15th
Pl
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
2258

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$13,734.00 
2012-01-03
11:36:23.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
- Large
Projects -
DCD 

2905 W.
Wisconsin
Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
3972

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$696,271.36 
2012-01-03
11:36:35.0

 

Rental
Development

5544 N. 55th
St.

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
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 + - Large
Projects -
DCD 

Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
3212

funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$25,913.00 2012-03-26
16:39:38.0

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

1124 S. 21st
Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
2031

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$107,584.00 
2012-03-26
16:52:51.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

1309 W.
Hadley St.
milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2646

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:25:13.0
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

4735 N. 41st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5821

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:45:05.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

1507 N. 34th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2312

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:42:53.0
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the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

1531 N. 32nd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
2407

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:47:36.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

5255 N. 27th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
4934

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:32:08.0
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custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

4872 N. 27th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5911

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:31:16.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

5033 N. 25th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5642

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:44:00.0
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the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3517-19 N.
23rd St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1842

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:34:15.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

1944 N. 21st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1515

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:30:34.0
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efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3647 N. 20th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1805

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:30:14.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank

3640 N. 20th
St.
Milwaukee,

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax

$2,500.00 2012-03-26  
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Maintenance-
DCD 

WI 53206-
1804

foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

16:20:36.0

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3707-07 (A)
N. 16th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2903

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:29:20.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2864 N. 11th
Lane
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2611

Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:28:58.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

3710-3712
W. Lisbon
Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1829

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$31,870.00 
2012-03-26
16:33:21.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3235 N. 41st
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3616

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of

$2,500.00 2012-03-26
16:28:31.0
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the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2407 N. 20
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1552

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-03-26
16:21:03.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

6420 W.
Medford Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
4959

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$32,372.00 
2012-03-26
16:46:55.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3908 N. 36th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
2509

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$121,948.00 2012-03-26
16:41:21.0
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 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

3266 N. 9th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2807

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$36,872.00 
2012-03-26
16:33:39.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

4457 W.
Olive St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
1439

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$20,566.00 
2012-07-05
14:40:08.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2534-36 N.
1st St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2805

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:49:53.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2418 N. 9th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3111

the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:50:01.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3056 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2743

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:50:10.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2924 N. 22nd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1643

City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:50:32.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2759 N. 17th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2130

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:50:42.0

 

In an effort to
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2838 N. 11th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
3260

preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:50:50.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

4512 N. 28th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6116

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$12,690.00 
2012-09-21
16:51:04.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

4165 N. 40th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
1603

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer. 

$65,002.00 
2012-09-21
16:51:29.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2530 N. 38th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3005

City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-09-21
16:52:43.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

2488-90 S.
12th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53202-
3617

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$23,900.00 
2012-09-21
16:51:37.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

8642 W.
Douglas Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53225-
1920

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer. 

$63,022.00 
2012-09-21
16:51:17.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2344 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2916

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a

$25,045.00 2012-06-20
12:01:57.0
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significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2618 W.
Medford Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1027

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-06-20
12:00:55.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2453 W.
Auer Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1227

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the

$2,500.00 2012-06-20
12:00:05.0
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property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

1913-15 N.
37th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53208-
1802

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-06-20
11:59:51.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3171-73 N.
33rd St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3846

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with

$2,500.00 
2012-06-20
11:59:40.0
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the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3337 N. 16th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2338

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-06-20
11:58:11.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3319 N. 15th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2334

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance

$2,500.00 2012-06-20
11:59:03.0
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efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3623 N. 14th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2950

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-06-20
11:57:38.0

 

In Rem Land
Bank

2651 N. 5th
St.

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax

2012-06-20  
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 + Maintenance-
DCD 

Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2736

foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 11:57:24.0

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

4248 N. 30th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
1822

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,050.00 
2012-06-20
12:01:29.0

 

 + 
Demolition-
DNS 

4264 N. 30th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
1822

This program
will be used to
demolish
structures
representing
the properties
most severely
blighted and
detrimental to
neighborhood
stability. 

$12,908.00 
2012-06-20
12:01:42.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

4120 N. 14th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6907

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$125,761.00 
2012-06-20
11:56:45.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -

2356 N. 46th
St.
Milwaukee,

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or

$141,465.00 2012-06-20
11:58:49.0
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NIDC WI 53210-
2916

by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3019 N. 44th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1712

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate
entity.This will
also include
homebuyer 

$136,340.00 
2012-06-20
12:01:19.0

 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

7835 W.
Bender Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
1130

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$47,612.90 
2012-07-06
15:52:44.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3047 N. 21st.
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1634

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of

$2,500.00 2012-09-21
16:50:21.0
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the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 
Rental
Rehabilitation-
DCD 

8233 W.
Bender Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
1030

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$60,062.00 
2012-09-21
16:49:40.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3358-60 N.
4th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1433

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:48:22.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

7311 W.
Sheridan
Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
2806

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also

$135,510.00 2012-09-21
16:46:57.0
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include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

 + 

Rental
Development
Large
Projects-
DCD 

2720 N. 6th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2332

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$50,008.25 
2012-09-21
16:46:33.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
Large
Projects-
DCD 

2730 N. 5th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2326

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage

$50,008.25 
2012-09-21
16:43:26.0
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financing and
developer
equity. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2854 N. 35th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
1920

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:51:51.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2748 N. 34th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
2517

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:52:03.0
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property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2657 N. 24th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1047

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:52:12.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2564 N. 34th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3030

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:52:23.0
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position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2538 N. 36th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3041

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:52:34.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2365 N.
Richards St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
3321

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be

$2,500.00 2012-09-21
16:52:54.0
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executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2201-03 W.
Clark St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1519

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:53:03.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-

1315 W.
Chambers
St.

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax

$2,500.00 2012-09-21  
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DCD Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
2733

foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

16:53:11.0

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

614 W.
Center St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2744

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:53:19.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2449 N. 2nd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2808

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate
entity.This will
also include
homebuyer 

$201,466.00 
2012-09-21
16:43:13.0
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 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2401 N. 4th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2701

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$218,583.00 
2012-09-21
16:42:57.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3821 W.
Roosevelt
Dr.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
2526

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$112,631.00 
2012-09-21
16:42:42.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

5226 N. 65th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
3008

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$81,341.00 
2012-09-21
16:42:25.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
HACM 

3961 N. 28th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
2636

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective

$94,300.00 
2012-09-21
16:41:51.0
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homebuyers. 

 + 
Land Bank -
MNRC 

2401 N. 4th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2701

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a
significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

$37,913.00 
2012-07-05
15:36:42.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance -
DCD 

5842 N. 43rd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
3976

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$23,516.00 
2012-06-20
11:56:55.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

3372 N. 29th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3806

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$99,658.00 
2012-09-21
16:42:06.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab -
NIDC 

2615 W.
Atkinson Ave
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6638

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity.
This will also
include
homebuyer
counseling for
perspective
homebuyers. 

$105,670.00 
2012-09-21
16:41:31.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

2835 W.
Wright St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53210-
3140

vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-09-21
16:41:07.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
Large
Projects-
DCD 

2803-2805
N. 5th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 52121-
2327

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$50,008.25 
2012-09-21
16:43:39.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
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 + 

Rental
Development
Large
Projects-
DCD 

2716-2722
N. 5th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2326

abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$50,008.25 
2012-09-21
16:45:44.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
Large
Projects-
DCD 

522-524 W.
Hadley St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2341

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$50,008.25 
2012-09-21
16:45:55.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
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 + 

Rental
Development
Large
Projects-
DCD 

2775 N. 5th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2325

Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$50,008.25 
2012-09-21
16:46:10.0

 

 + 

Rental
Development
Large
Projects-
DCD 

2777-2779
N. 5th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2325

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$50,008.25 
2012-09-21
16:46:21.0

 

This activity will
involve large
scale
acquisition
through bulk
purchase of
abandoned and
foreclosed
properties.
Properties may
include
multifamily and
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 + 

Rental
Development
Large
Projects-
DCD 

2710-2716
N. 4th St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2316

scattered site
single family
and duplex
properties. NSP
funds will be
used to provide
gap financing
for
development
and will
leverage other
funding
sources,
including low
income housing
tax credits,
private
mortgage
financing and
developer
equity. 

$50,008.25 
2012-09-21
16:46:45.0

 

 + 
Home Buyer
Assistance-
DCD 

1330 W.
Garfield Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53205-
1229

This activity will
provide soft
second
mortgages
financing to
owner occupant
purchasers of
foreclosed
homes. 

$30,066.00 
2012-09-21
16:47:09.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

6066 N. 40th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
3513

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 2012-09-21
16:47:24.0

 

In an effort to
preserve,
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

5151 N. 57th
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53218-
4217

stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:47:37.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

4234 W.
Luscher Ave.
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5241

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:47:49.0
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 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3344 N. 2nd
St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
1555

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of
the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:48:35.0

 

 + 

In Rem Land
Bank
Maintenance-
DCD 

3158 N.
Richards St.
Milwaukee,
WI 53212-
2158

In an effort to
preserve,
stabilize, secure
and maintain
City of
Milwaukee
vacant In Rem
properties to
the highest
degree
possible,the
Department of
City
Development
will utilize the
Landbanking
activity to
maintain tax
foreclosed
properties.
These
maintenance
efforts will be
executed in
conjunction with
the City's
position as the
temporary
custodian of the
property and
will cease upon
the disposal of

$2,500.00 
2012-09-21
16:48:45.0
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the premises or
discontinued
use of NSP
funds. 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab - DCD 

2344 N. 46th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53210

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$127,645.00 
2012-10-03
15:26:42.0

 

 + 
Acquisition
Rehab - DCD 

4375 N. 15th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
6946

This program
will involve
purchase and
redevelopment
of vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
developers or
by a city of
Milwaukee
affiliate entity .
This will also
include
homebuyer 

$94,288.00 
2012-10-03
15:41:03.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

750 S. 22nd
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53204-
1086

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$70,066.00 
2012-10-03
15:08:59.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

2655 N. 24th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1052

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$35,066.00 
2012-10-03
15:10:37.0

 

This program
will provide
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 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

3123 N. 37th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53216-
3721

resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$35,066.00 
2012-10-03
15:12:04.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

4957 N. 36th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
5304

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$35,066.00 
2012-10-03
15:13:34.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

5470 N. 37th
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53209-
4732

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$35,066.00 
2012-10-03
15:14:53.0

 

 + 
Rental Rehab
- DCD 

2651 N. 24th
Place
Milwaukee,
WI 53206-
1047

This program
will provide
resources for
the
rehabilitation
for vacant
foreclosed
properties by
private
landlords for
the purpose of
providing
affordable
rental
opportunities. 

$35,066.00 
2012-10-03
15:15:59.0

 

 + 
Landbank -
MNRC 

8000 W.
Bender
Street
Milwaukee,
WI 53223

This project will
acquire
nuisance
properties
where swift
action is
necessary
because the
property is
having a

$63,584.00 
2012-10-03
15:43:51.0
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significant
negative impact
on the
neighborhood. 

Total Amount $18,744,204.06
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